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Abstract. Two promising technologies have been developed to improve
image acquisition, namely high dynamic range (HDR) and multispectral
imaging. In HDR imaging, several RGB images acquired with differ-
ent exposures are combined into one image with greater dynamic range.
This reduces saturated and underexposed image areas and improves the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the image. On the other hand, multispec-
tral imaging enhances the color accuracy of image acquisition compared
to conventional RGB cameras by sampling the visible electromagnetic
spectrum at several spectral passbands. In this paper, we take advan-
tage of both technologies by combining them into “multispectral high
dynamic range” (MHDR) imaging. We theoretically investigate the color
accuracy of such a MHDR system. Based on a noise analysis, we show
the simultaneous color accuracy and SNR improvements as well as the
influence of the exposure set size.

1 Introduction

Multispectral cameras outperform RGB cameras in terms of color accuracy [1]
and allow an estimation of the object reflectances. The latter fact makes it pos-
sible to realistically simulate different light sources and to differentiate between
metameric color samples. Metameric colors appear identical for a specific viewer
or RGB camera, but are caused by different reflectance spectra. High dynamic
range (HDR) imaging extends the range of values and precision of images taken
with low dynamic range (LDR) cameras by acquiring images of the same scene
with different exposures [2, 3].

In [4], we introduced the combination of both technologies into multispectral
high dynamic range (MHDR) imaging: Our multispectral camera features seven
optical bandpass filters mounted on a computer-controlled filter wheel as shown
in Fig. 1. For each filter wheel position, i.e., spectral passband, we acquire images
with different exposure times. The total number of images is given by the number
of spectral channels multiplied with the number of different exposures for each
spectral channel. After the acquisition, the different exposures for each spectral
channel are combined into single channel HDR images. The following spectral
estimation derives a spectrum for each image position and allows for a further



conversion to trichromatic color spaces. A final conversion to an RGB color space
enables the visualization on a computer monitor.

In this paper, we complement our former experiments with a simulation of
MHDR imaging. The simulation allows us to investigate different levels of camera
noise and to suppress objectionable effects like stray light. In the following, we
first give a short review of our imaging model and our approach to transform
the LDR images coming directly from the camera to a calibrated multispectral
HDR image. In section 3, we describe details of our simulation, including the
simulation of noise. Based on these conditions, we present our results in section 4
before we conclude in section 5.

Fig. 1. Our multispectral camera (left) and a sketch of its internal configuration (right).

2 Acquisition Model and Postprocessing Algorithm

The general acquisition procedure of a MHDR image is as follows: We select an
optical bandpass filter i = 1 . . . I with our computer-controlled filter wheel (see
Fig. 1). For each spectral passband, we then capture j = 1 . . . J images with the
exposure times Ti,j . In the following, we derive a discrete imaging model for the
acquisition of multispectral HDR images. Based on this model, we then describe
the combination of the single exposures to HDR images in section 2.2 and the
estimation of spectra in section 2.3.

2.1 Acquisition Model

Because typical reflectance spectra are smooth, it is sufficient and common [5–7]
to use sampled spectra, e.g., with a number of N = 61 spectral samples, which
cover a wavelength range from λ1 = 400nm to λN = 700nm. The transformation
of a spectrum β to a sensor response qj for the exposure time Tj (j = 1 . . . J)
is given by

qj = f (TjkHSβ) (1)



with the following vector and matrix definitions:

qj = (q1,j . . . qI,j)
T

(I × 1)

Tj = diag (T1,j . . . TI,j) (I × I)

Hi = (Hi(λ1) . . . Hi(λN ))
T

(N × 1)

H = (H1 . . .HI)
T

(I × N)

S = diag (S(λ1) . . . S(λN )) (N × N)

β = (β(λ1) . . . β(λN ))
T

(N × 1)

The operator diag(·) derives a diagonal matrix from a vector, ()T denotes a
transpose operation and I is the number of bandpass filters of the multispectral
camera. The reflectance spectrum β is multiplied with the diagonal light source
matrix S. The resulting N -dimensional spectral vector Sβ is transformed to
the I-dimensional camera space with the effective spectral sensitivity matrix H.
The matrix H combines the spectral sensitivity of the sensor and the spectral
transmittance functions of the optical filters; each row vector of the matrix de-
scribes the transformation of a spectrum to a linear sensor response qi,j for the
spectral channel i. The scalar k accounts for the aperture of the lens and the
diagonal exposure matrix Tj holds the camera exposure times for each spectral
channel and the exposure channel j. The camera transfer function (CTF) f ()
characterizes the non-linearity between the irradiance impinging on the sensor
and the sensor response qj . Since the CTF is strictly monotone between the
shoulder regions, it is invertible over this range.

Eq. 1 may be split up into a linear part

φ = kHSβ , (2)

and a non-linear part

qj = f (Tjφ) , (3)

where the linearized sensor response φ = (φ1 . . . φI)
T

is an (I × 1) vector. The
inversion of Eq. (3), i.e., the estimation of a linearized sensor response φ for
several sensor responses qj at different exposure times Tj will be discussed in
the following section. Based on the linearized HDR sensor response, we will cover
the estimation of spectral reflectances β̂ in section 2.3.

2.2 Combination of the LDR exposures

Our aim is to combine the sensor responses qi,j taken for different spectral pass-
bands i = 1 . . . I and exposure time settings j = 1 . . . J to a linearized sensor
response φ. In the ideal case, without quantization and camera noise and with-
out saturation effects of our camera, we could directly invert Eq. (3), yielding



the correct values φ. But in reality, we have to use a weighted averaging

φ̂i =

J
∑

j=1

f−1(qi,j)
Ti,j

w(qi,j)

J
∑

j=1

w(qi,j)

(4)

of sensor values qj . The inverse camera transfer function (ICTF) f−1 compen-
sates camera-specific nonlinearities as well as the black level qmin of the camera.
The weighting function w(·) suppresses underexposed and saturated gray values
at the lower and upper border of the range of values respectively and is described
below. The result of Eq. (4) are estimated linearized sensor responses φ̂i for each
spectral channel i with a greater dynamic range. Referring to images, Eq. (4)
describes a combination of LDR images with different exposure times to single
grayscale HDR images for one spectral passband.

Several weighting functions are suggested in the literature; for the simulation
we use a triangular window (see Fig. 2b)

w(q) =







0 q < qmin

q − qmin q ≤ 1
2 (qmin + qmax) , q > qmin

qmax − q q > 1
2 (qmin + qmax)

(5)

with a length qmax + 1 = 256, which has been proposed by [3], because it sup-
presses the less trustworthy values in the upper and lower range of values: in
the measured CTF in Fig. 2a, especially the border areas diverge from the best
fit straight line and the upper area exhibits a rougher quantization, since lower
sensor values are assigned to a fixed irradiance interval. An alternative weighting
function is the derivative of the CTF f ′() [2, 8]. Our simulations are based on
the measured CTF of our multispectral camera. This CTF is rather linear in the
central range (see Fig. 2a). To reduce the influence of the critical border areas
we use the more stringent weighting function in (5) instead.

2.3 Spectral estimation

Based on the estimated linearized sensor responses φ̂ from the previous section,
we have to estimate the spectrum β̂. The direct inversion of Eq. (2) fails because
of the rectangular and therefore non-invertible matrix H, which maps an N -
dimensional reflectance spectrum to an I-dimensional linearized sensor response.
Hence, we use an approximation

β̂ =
1

k
Hinvφ̂ (6)

where Hinv is a weighted pseudoinverse of HS according to

Hinv = R−1
xx (HS)

T
(

(HS)R−1
xx (HS)

T
)

. (7)
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Fig. 2. Camera transfer function CTF of our multispectral camera (a) and weighting
function w(·) for the single channel HDR calculation (b).

The weighted pseudoinverse prevents strong oscillation of the solution, which
might result with the standard pseudoinverse. The weighting matrix

R−1
xx =

















1 ρ ρ2 · · · ρN−1

ρ 1 ρ · · · ρN−2

ρ2 ρ 1
...

...
. . . ρ

ρN−1 ρN−2 · · · ρ 1

















(8)

models the reflectance β(λ) as being smooth [5, 9], i.e., neighboring values are
assumed to be correlated by a factor ρ. A typical value for ρ is 0.98.

3 Simulation

For a simulation of multispectral HDR imaging, we use Eq. (1) to simulate sensor
responses qj for a total number of 1038 reflectance spectra β from spectral data
sets listed in Tab. 3, including the Vrhel datasets [10] and spectra measured from
test charts. To allow for a reliable noise measurement, we simulate each sample
spectrum 100 times. Our virtual light source S for the simulation is the D50
illuminant, which is also used for computation of the color error.

For the simulation of an LDR acquisition, we compute an optimum exposure
time for each spectral channel, i.e., a white reflectance spectrum is mapped
to the maximum sensor response for each spectral channel and does not cause
overexposure. In other words, the elements of the diagonal exposure matrix Tj

in Eq. 1 are determined to cause well exposed sensor responses qj . For the HDR
imaging simulation, we scale the LDR exposure times Tj for all spectral channels
with the same factors, e.g., T2 = κT1. This means that the exposure time for



each spectral channel is multiplied with a certain factor κi. We also investigate
the acquisition of LDR images with multiple exposures but the same exposure
time, e.g., T2 = T1, for noise reduction.

To account for sensor noise, we add a signal dependent noise term to Eq. (1)
and derive

q̃j = η (f (TjkHSβ)) , (9)

with the definition

q̃j = η (qj) = qj + N (0, 1) (σ0 + qjσ1) . (10)

Here, N (0, 1) denotes unbiased white Gaussian noise with variance one, σ0 is
the standard deviation of the noise at the signal level zero and σ1 is the signal
dependent noise term. The noise characteristics of our camera have been mea-
sured in [9] and are given by σ0 = 0.01 and σ1 = 0.27. In the simulation, we vary
the amount of noise by scaling both variables linearly. The best signal-to-noise
(SNR) ratio

SNRmax = 10 log10

2552

(σ0 + 255σ1)
2 (11)

is achieved at the maximum signal level 255.
Finally, the noisy sensor signals q̃j with different exposure time indices j =

1 . . . J are combined into estimated linearized sensor responses φ̂i utilizing Eq. (4).
Furthermore, the estimated spectra are derived by Eq. (6), converted into the
L*a*b* color space and compared against the reference reflectance spectra.

Data set number of spectra

Vrhel DuPont 120
Vrhel Munsell 64

Vrhel Natural Objects 170
GTMB ColorChecker 24

GTMB ColorChecker SG 237
GTMB ColorChecker DC 140

Esser TE221 283
Table 1. Reflectance spectra data sets used for simulation.

4 Results

Fig. 3 shows the mean ∆E00 color error for various sensor peak signal-to-noise-
ratios SNRmax and a number of exposure settings according to the simulation
settings in section 3: For the MHDR images, the exposure time for each expo-
sure setting has been doubled; e.g., for the simulation ‘HDR, 3 exposures’, we



acquired the first image with a single exposure time, the second with a twofold
and the third with a fourfold exposure time. The multispectral LDR images
are all taken with the same exposure time. From Fig. 3 we derive that HDR
imaging outperforms LDR imaging when the same number of exposures is used.
From this it follows that different exposure times should be used for an acquisi-
tion with multiple exposures since it improves the color accuracy. The rightmost
data point in the figure denotes that the noise has been reduced to the quantiza-
tion noise. Even in this case, HDR imaging benefits from the multiple exposures,
whereas LDR imaging does not gain any improvement. Table 4 complements the
results in the figure with additional exposure settings and precise color errors.
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Fig. 3. Mean color error ∆E00 for different input signal to noise ratios and five exposure
settings; the noise is reduced to quantization noise for the ‘inf’ PSNR setting; color
errors are computed for the D50 illuminant and the CIE 1931 observer.

Fig. 4 presents the measured SNR for all color patches after the combination
to an HDR image and is called ‘output noise’ in the following. The horizontal
axis describes the ‘input noise’ of the simulation in terms of the sensor PSNR,
which is the SNR for the maximum signal level. For an almost linear CTF there
is a linear relation between both axes – the input noise directly affects the output
noise. Considering the same input noise, the SNR of the colors is improved by
additional exposures: For LDR imaging, the SNR is increased by 4.8 dB for three



number of LDR HDR HDR
exposures 43 dB 43 dB quant. noise only

1 1.19 1.19 0.72
2 0.97 0.87 0.64
3 0.88 0.77 0.61
4 0.83 0.73 0.60
5 0.79 0.72 0.60
6 0.77 0.71 0.60

Table 2. ∆E00 color errors for different numbers of exposures; computed for the D50
illumination and the CIE 1931 observer.

exposures and 7 dB for five exposures. For HDR imaging, the improvements are
6.07 dB and 7.87 dB, respectively.
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Fig. 4. SNR (dB) of color patches for different input signal to noise ratios and five
exposure settings.

Fig. 5 shows the mean color error for a varying number of exposures for
both multispectral LDR and HDR imaging. As already derived above, HDR
imaging outperforms LDR imaging and, of course, a higher number of exposures
increases the color accuracy. However, the amount of the gain stagnates for a
specific number of exposures, which is higher for LDR imaging. This means that



– for our simulation – a number of six HDR exposures achieves an almost optimal
point for MHDR imaging with respect to the color accuracy.
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Fig. 5. ∆E00 color errors for different numbers of exposures; color errors are computed
for the D50 illuminant and the CIE 1931 observer.

5 Conclusions

We have presented an acquisition model for multispectral high dynamic range
(MHDR) imaging and algorithms for combining single acquired images both
radiometrically and spectrally. To show the improvements achieved by MHDR
imaging, we performed several simulations with test charts and spectral data
sets. The color accuracy is considerably enhanced using MHDR imaging com-
pared to conventional multispectral imaging. It has been demonstrated that us-
ing multiple exposures with different exposure times (HDR) outperforms image
averaging using the same exposure time. Remarkably, the simulations allow an
estimation of the achieved color accuracy for a certain number of exposures.
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